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ECHONEWS

“THEY’RE cursing their luck in
Austria. The mayor of a town called
Fucking has appealed to British
tourists to stop stealing their road
signs. Mayor Siegfried Hauppl said
most of the residents can speak
English and when someone asks
them where they come from, they
are a little ashamed to say it.”
��������	
����, last Tuesday.
Setting: Rose of Tralee. Inside the
dome situated in the car park outside
the Brandon Hotel in Tralee. New
festival host Ray D’arcy has made a
fine debut, interviewing 29 lovely
Roses so far, and the two nights have
gone without so much as a hitch. The
last Rose prepares to make her
entrance…
Ray: Well done to our Texas Rose.
The Yellow Rose of Texas played on
the drums: Who’d of thunk it? Now,
ladies and gentlemen, we have come
to that sad part of our evening, as
next we will be meeting our final Rose
of the night.
Crowd: Aw w w w w w !
Ray: Yes, I know. They’ve all been
splendid but as she has been waiting
around the longest, I want to hear a
big, huge, massive round of applause
when she comes out on stage. As you
will soon see, she is probably the
bravest of the Roses to come up here
tonight.
Vo i c e o v e r : Our final Rose of the night
is Eva Flynn. She’s 24 and comes
from a small village in the Alps, near
Salzburg. Please give up a warm
welcome for Miss Austria… I mean
the Austrian Rose.
[Applause]
Eva: Good evening, Ray.
Ray: Eva, that is a ravishing dress.
Eva: T- Thank you, Ray.
Ray: It seems very traditional, like
something from the 1950s.
Eva: W- W- Well, actually, it’s my
grandmother’s dress.
(Camera zooms down to face of
grandmother in the crowd. Tracks
back to reveal she is in her
undergarments.)
Ray: You do suffer from a little
stammer, Eva, so if you want me to
slow down at any time, that’s grand.
Eva: T- Thanks Ray, I’m f- f- fine.
Ray: So tell us Eva, where are you
coming from?
Eva: F- F- F-…
Ray: Take your time Eva, just relax.
Eva: F- F- From a small village in the
Alps, near Salzburg.
Ray: Er, OK… so what do you do in
this small village in the Alps, near
Salzburg.
Eva: Well Ray, I’m involved in the
oldest p- pr- pr- profession in the
world.
(Ray’s lower jaw drops. The crowd
are silenced; even the folks holding
up the ‘C’mon Una: Up Mayo’
banner have stopped swaying.)
Ray: And, er, what would that be?
Eva: I’m a p- pr- pr-…

Ray: Not a…?
(Gaybo has keeled over on to the
judges’ table.)
Eva: A primary school teacher.
Ray: [wipes his brow] Your home
town is well-known for something,
isn’t it Eva?
Eva: [nervously] Ja.
Ray: And what is that?
Eva: We are very famous for f- f- f-
Ray: Yes, famous for?
Eva: F- f- farming.
Ray: Is that right? Now, Flynn, that’s
a good Irish name. Where do your
people hail from?
Eva: Both my parents come from
here in Kerry; a small place called
Sneem. Actually, “Sneem” in Austrian
has a rather different connotation. It
means… well, I really don’t think I
should say.
(Cut to embarrassed parents
turning beetroot in the crowd.)
Ray: OK. Whisper it in my ear. (As
she does, Ray’s eyebrows raise.)
Well, well, well, I don’t think you
should say. Best keep that between
the two of us.
(Eva is blushing now.) Tell us about
yourself though. As a teacher you
obviously love children. Would you
like to have some? Maybe with your
escort? How’s he treating you?
Eva: F- F- Finbarr is great. A p- p-
perfect gentlemen.
Ray: Any hint of romance.
Eva: I don’t know yet. But we have a
lot in common. We both love f- f- f-…
Ray: Football?
Eva: F- F- F-…
Ray: Films?
Eva: F- F- Rugby.
Ray: OK Eva, we’re running a bit
short on time now, so can I ask you
what you are going to do for us
tonight.
Eva: I’m going to play a piece by
Beethoven on the piano. It’s called F-
F- Fur der Elise.
Ray: Eva Flynn plays Fur Der Elise,
one of the most famous tunes by her
countryman, Ludwig Van Beethoven.
Take it away Eva.
After a virtuoso performance, Eva
receives the biggest applause of
the night.
She takes a bow, but before she
leaves, she bends down to the
microphone at the piano and says:
Actually, Ray, he was a f***ing
German.
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in sending their kids into class

Book list is costing €337
SAMPLE book list of a first
year pupil beginning their
second level education:
Irish: ������ (Educational
Company) €29.95.
English: ����	
�� ����	�
����� � (Gill and Macmil-
lan): €18.20

Novel: ����� �� �������
����� �� ���, Mildred D.
Taylor: €8.99.
Maths: ���� ���� ��
�
 �
(The Celtic Press):
€15.90.

Log Tables (An Gúm):
€1.90.
Geometry Set: Oxford
Maths Set: €3.99.
Calculator Sharp Model:
€9.99.
French: �	�� ����� �
(Folens): €22.80.
German: !�����"�
#���
��� � (Modern Lan-
guaages): €19.00.
History: ���� $�
�� �����
(Gill and McMillan):
€28.25.

Geography: ���� ��%��
$������ (Gill and McMillan):
€25.99.
CSPE: ��"� �� #	��������
(Folens): €23.40.
Science: #	
�� ��	��� &�	�
���� (Mentor): €28.50.
Wo r k b o o k : €5.50.
Business Studies: ��
	�
��

� &���	�
� ���� ���
��
����
� ���� ������	
�

(Folens): €31.00.
Home Economics: !�����
	��� ���� !	�� (Folens):

€26.50.
Music: Prelude 1 (Folens):
€12.60.
Religion: Exploring Faith
(Celtic Press): €24.95.

Total book cost:
€337.41.
● All items priced at
Easons except the novel,
����� �� �������� ���� ��
�����'� and the Gúm log
tables, both of which were
priced on the website
schoolbooks.ie


